
Southern Counties West T&F Veterans League  

Rules for Race Walking 

1.1 The race walk event will take place in line with the UKA/RWA Rules of Race 
Walking, unless otherwise stated below. 

1.2 It is essential that the two race walks are judged by at least one UKA accredited 

race walks judge. 

1.3 This event may be judged by a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 4 judges. 

1.4 At the start of each race, the chief judge must advise all competitors that, any 
competitor not conforming to the Rules of Race Walking during the race may be ... 
a) Given a "Caution" with an appropriate paddle for either "Contact" or 

"Bent Knee/s", and requested to make an effort to correct their style. 
b) If the athlete does not, or makes little or no effort to correct their style, and 

subsequently demonstrates that he/she is achieving a clear advantage over 
other competing athletes, then each judge may "DQ" that athlete by 
recording this and the time of offence, on their judge's record sheet. 

1.5 An athlete will be disqualified and receive no points if ...............  
1 Judge only present .........  1 DQ is recorded 
2 Judges present ................2 DQs recorded 
3 Judges present ................ 3 DQs recorded 
4 Judges present ................3 DQs recorded 

This information can only be determined at the end of the race when all judges 
can confer and identify their recorded decisions. 

1.6 An athlete will be advised at the conclusion of the race if he/she is disqualified. 

1.7 Any athlete disqualified will be advised to the Referee of the Competition. 

1.8 Race Walks Judges are encouraged to help by verbally advising and/or warning 
athletes during the race, with any caution paddle or not, in an attempt to avoid 
disqualification if possible. 

1.9 No time penalties will apply when judging race walk events. 

2.0 If no Official Race Walks Judge is available at any event, the Event Referee of that 
event must take the decision to proceed or cancel that event in the programme. 

2.1 The decision/s of the Event Referee is final on any matter of dispute. 
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